Two studies compared children’s attention to sample composition – whether a sample provides a diverse representation of a category of interest – during teacher-led and learner-driven learning contexts. In Study 1 (n = 48), 5-year-olds attended to sample composition to make inferences about biological properties only when samples were presented by a knowledgeable teacher. In contrast, adults attended to sample composition in both teacher-led and learner-driven contexts. In Study 2 (n = 51), 6-year-olds chose to create diverse samples to teach information about biological kinds to another child, but not to discover new information for themselves, whereas adults chose to create diverse samples for both teaching and information discovery. Results suggest that how children approach the interpretation and selection of evidence varies depending on whether learning occurs in a pedagogical or a non-pedagogical context.
Prior work also suggests that learners assume that teachers engage in helpful sampling methods, and that this assumption facilitates learning. For example, Xu and Tanenbaum (2007a) found that when a knowledgeable puppet presented preschoolers with an array of different kinds of dogs and selected three of the same type (e.g. three Dalmatians) to label as ‘blickets’, children generalized the term ‘blicket’ only to the subordinate class. In contrast, when the puppet labelled one exemplar of each of three different kinds of dogs as a ‘blicket’, children extended the term to the basic level. Ellis, Denison and Xu (2007) report similar findings regarding property induction: 4-year-olds generalized new properties to the subordinate level after being taught on a sample from one subordinate class, but to the basic level after being taught on a sample containing three different subordinates. As described by Xu and Tanenbaum (2007b), the assumption that samples were selected purposefully was critical to children’s learning. Indeed, in a word-learning study similar to those described above, when preschoolers believed that samples were created by someone who did not know the true meaning of ‘blicket’, they no longer used sample composition to determine the extension of the word. Thus, children’s interpretation of evidence depended on whether they believed samples were formed with specific knowledge and intent.

During pedagogical learning, sample composition provides a window into the communicative goal of the teacher. According to Csibra and Gergely (2006), reasoning about communicative goals may be facilitated by intuitive biases that support pedagogical exchanges, which evolved to support the rapid teaching of information (see Gergely, Egyed & Király, 2007). The extension to interpreting sample composition is straightforward: from a child’s perspective, for example, ‘The teacher is trying to teach me something. She had all these dogs to choose from and chose three different kinds (or three of the same kind). That decision was purposeful, so she must be trying to teach about all dogs (or just one kind of dog)’. Thus, children’s early emerging abilities to reason about sample composition in pedagogical contexts may stem from an intuitive sense of how sampling behaviour reflects communicative goals (see Shafto & Goodman, 2008).

The role of sample composition in non-pedagogical learning

In non-pedagogical learning, learning goals involve information discovery, instead of information communication. In these learner-driven processes, diverse samples provide stronger tests for hypotheses about the world (Heit, Hahn & Feeney, 2004). As described by Osherson and colleagues (1990), for example, if a person wants to discover whether birds all have a particular enzyme, testing whether a penguin and a sparrow both have the enzyme would provide stronger evidence than would testing two sparrows. The first sample presents stronger evidence because sparrows and penguins are different from each other in many other ways, whereas two sparrows share many properties that are specific to their subordinate class (Heit, 2000). Prior empirical work indicates that adults appreciate the value of sample diversity for information discovery; they choose to create diverse samples when asked to test hypotheses about categories (Lopez, 1995; Rhodes, Brickman & Gelman, 2008; Rhodes, Gelman & Brickman, 2008), and they are more willing to generalize information beyond observed samples when samples include diverse, as compared with non-diverse, exemplars (e.g. Gutheil & Gelman, 1997; Lopez, Gelman, Gutheil & Smith, 1992; although adults consider factors beyond diversity when evaluating samples as well, see Medin, Coley, Storms & Hayes, 2003).

Prior work with children suggests, however, that consideration of sample composition in non-pedagogical learning is a relatively late development (Carey, 1985; Gutheil & Gelman, 1997; Lopez, et al., 1992; Rhodes, Brickman & Gelman, 2008; Rhodes, Gelman & Brickman, 2008; for competing perspectives see Heit & Hahn, 2001; Shipley & Shepperson, 2006). For example, Gutheil and Gelman (1997) found that 9-year-olds were equally likely to generalize a novel property to a category (e.g. birds) based on exemplars from a single subordinate (e.g. 5 robins) as on exemplars from different subordinates (e.g. 5 different kinds of birds; no pedagogical cues were presented in this study). Tasks examining children’s evidence selection have yielded similar results; for example, when asked to determine if there is support for a generalization (e.g. about all dogs), 6-year-olds were equally likely to choose to examine two animals of the same type (e.g. two Dalmatians) as to two animals of different types (e.g. a Dalmatian and a golden retriever; Rhodes, Brickman & Gelman, 2008). Thus, in contrast to the findings on pedagogical learning, children appear not to attend to sample composition in non-pedagogical learning until relatively late in childhood.

We propose that the apparent differences in children’s use of sample diversity for pedagogical and non-pedagogical learning relates to conceptual differences in the significance of sample composition across different types of learning. As reviewed above, pedagogical learning involves the transmission of established information; in such contexts, sample diversity provides a cue to a teacher’s communicative goal, and use of sample composition as a window into communicative goals may be supported by intuitive biases that support pedagogical exchanges. In contrast, non-pedagogical learning involves the discovery of new information; in these contexts, an appreciation of sample diversity rests on the belief that some samples provide stronger tests than others for hypotheses about the world (Heit, 2000). This belief may be a developmental achievement, instead of an intuitive bias. Young children often overlook variability within categories (Gelman, 1988) and instead treat individual category members as standing in for a
category as a whole (Gelman, 2003). If indeed early categories do not include a focus on variability within a kind (e.g. if early concepts focus on the similarities that birds share, as opposed to the variability among birds), children may not recognize the value of obtaining diverse representation from a category before making category-wide generalizations.

In sum, although incorporating sample composition into learning requires many of the same cognitive skills in pedagogical and non-pedagogical contexts (e.g. similar information-processing skills), prior work suggests that the meaning and implication of sample composition differ across the two types of learning contexts. The goal of Study 1 was to test the hypothesis that young children attend to sample composition to guide their learning in pedagogical, but not in non-pedagogical, contexts. As described above, prior empirical work supports this hypothesis. Also as reviewed above, there are theoretical reasons to expect children to attend to sample composition in pedagogical exchanges (e.g. when sample composition provides a cue to a communicator’s intent) at a younger age than at which they attend to sample composition in non-pedagogical learning (e.g. when sample composition relates to how well samples test hypotheses about the world). However, because children’s reasoning about sample properties in different learning contexts has been previously examined in separate studies using substantially different methods, the goal of Study 1 was to provide a direct comparison.

**Study 1**

In a between-participant design, we manipulated whether teaching samples were presented by someone who knew a lot about animals (expert condition), or by a sampler who knew nothing about animals (novice condition; see Kushnir, Wellman & Gelman, 2008). In the expert condition, learning occurred in a pedagogical context: participants believed that samples were intentionally created by a knowledgeable sampler with a communicative goal. In the novice condition, learning occurred in a non-pedagogical context: the sampler ‘discovered’ the information while presenting the sample. Thus, the novice provided accurate information, but was not aware of the true property distribution ahead of time, and therefore could not have purposefully selected the sample to facilitate a communicative goal. In both conditions, the sampler sometimes presented non-diverse teaching samples (e.g. three Dalmations), and sometimes presented diverse teaching samples (e.g. a Dalmatian, a collie and a basset hound). We tested whether participants generalized properties that were described in the teaching sample to other exemplars that matched at the subordinate level (e.g. another Dalmation), as well as to exemplars that matched at the basic level, but were not included in the teaching set (e.g. a golden retriever).

For generalizations to the subordinate level, there should be no effects of sample (diverse vs. non-diverse) or condition (expert vs. novice) on children’s or adults’ property extensions – they should reliably extend properties to these subordinate matches. For generalizations to the basic level, however, for adults there should be an effect of teaching sample in both conditions. Particularly, in the expert condition, the diverse sample indicates that the teacher intends to teach about the basic level (whereas non-diverse samples indicate the subordinate level), and in the novice condition, the diverse samples provide strong evidence for generalizations (whereas non-diverse samples provide weak evidence). Therefore, in both cases, diverse samples should lead to increased property extensions to basic-level matches. In contrast, we predicted a condition × sample interaction for children, such that they will show an adult-like pattern in the expert condition (where diversity relates to communicative intent), but not in the novice condition (where diversity relates to evidential strength). We selected kindergarteners because 5-year-olds are well within the age range of children who have been shown to attend to sample composition in pedagogical contexts (Xu, 2007), but are younger than children who have been shown to incorporate sample composition into induction involving biological kinds (e.g. Gutheil & Gelman, 1997).

**Method**

Participants

Children (n = 28; M age = 5.3 years, range = 4.9–5.9; 17 male, 11 female) were recruited from kindergarten classrooms in a public elementary school. Only children who returned signed parental consent letters were asked to participate. Adults (n = 20; 7 male, 13 female) were undergraduate students who volunteered to participate in exchange for a $5 gift card. Equal numbers of participants in each age group were randomly assigned to the expert or novice condition.

Procedures

Participants completed the task individually with a trained female research assistant, the children in a quiet area at their school, and the adults in campus libraries. All participants completed two trials: a diverse sample trial and a non-diverse sample trial. The visual display consisted of seven rows of animal photographs, and each row contained three exemplars of one type of animal (see Table 1). The first five rows consisted of five types of dogs (e.g. Dalmatians, golden retrievers, black Labradors, collies, basset hounds). The sixth row consisted of three monkeys, and the seventh row consisted of three turtles. The following factors were controlled by counter-balancing across participants: whether the diverse or non-diverse sample trial was presented first; which exemplars from the category DOG were teaching exemplars and which were test items (and the order of the dog categories in the visual display); and which novel property (epithelium, four-chamber heart) was described during the diverse or non-diverse sample trials.
Table 1  Description of visual materials, Study 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contents of a sample visual display</th>
<th>Dalmatian</th>
<th>Dalmatian*</th>
<th>Dalmatian*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Golden Retriever</td>
<td>Golden Retriever</td>
<td>Golden Retriever</td>
<td>Golden Retriever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Labrador</td>
<td>Black Labrador</td>
<td>Black Labrador</td>
<td>Black Labrador</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collie</td>
<td>Collie</td>
<td>Collie</td>
<td>Collie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basset Hound</td>
<td>Basset Hound</td>
<td>Basset Hound</td>
<td>Basset Hound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monkey</td>
<td>Monkey</td>
<td>Monkey</td>
<td>Monkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turtle</td>
<td>Turtle</td>
<td>Turtle</td>
<td>Turtle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Test questions

Notes: Items marked with a * were included in the non-diverse teaching set. Items marked with a ^ were included in the diverse teaching set. Exemplars were photographs of real animals. All exemplars from within the same subordinate class were noticeably different exemplars (e.g. they were different sizes, shades, had different markings). Test questions were presented individually.

Expert condition. In the expert condition, children were introduced to a human-like puppet and told, ‘This is Daxy. Daxy knows a lot about animals. He wants to tell you some new things that he knows, and then he’ll ask you to make some guesses’. For the teaching phase, the experimenter first explained the properties of interest. For the property epithelium, the experimenter said, ‘First Daxy wants to teach you about something called an epithelium. Can you say epithelium? Great! Now, let me tell you what it is. Do you know what lungs are? Lungs are the things inside of us that help us breathe [experimenter took a deep breath to show lung working]. Well, animals have lungs too! Some animals have something called an epithelium inside their lungs that helps them work. Some animals have it and some animals don’t. Daxy is going to teach you which animals have an epithelium. He’ll show you three animals, and after that, you’ll have to guess’. A parallel property explanation was provided for the property ‘four-chamber heart’.

After the property explanation, the experimenter pointed to the first teaching exemplar and said, ‘Daxy says, “See this one? It has an [epithelium/four-chamber heart]!”’, and repeated this sentence for each of the two remaining teaching exemplars. On the non-diverse sample trial, the teaching exemplars were the first three animals in the top row (e.g. three Dalmations). For the diverse sample trial, the teaching exemplars were the first animal in each of the first three rows (e.g. a Dalmation, a golden retriever and a black Labrador). To begin the test phase, the experimenter said, ‘Now Daxy says it is your turn to make some guesses’. The experimenter presented a series of six test items, in the following set order (following Xu & Tanenbaum, 2007b): a subordinate-level match (e.g. a Dalmatian), an animal from another basic-level category (e.g. a monkey), a basic-level match from a subordinate level not included in teaching (e.g. a collie), another subordinate-level match (e.g. a Dalmatian), another basic-level match from a subordinate level not included in teaching (e.g. a basset hound), and an animal from a more distant category (e.g. a turtle). For each test item, the experimenter asked, ‘Does this one have an [epithelium/four-chamber heart]?’ Children responded by saying ‘yes’ or ‘no’.

After the first trial, the experimenter said, ‘Now Daxy wants to tell you some more things’, and provided the property explanation for the second novel property. Then, the experimenter completed the teaching phase using the same verbal script as in the first trial, but with the alternative teaching sample (e.g. the diverse teaching sample if the first trial included the non-diverse sample) and the other novel property.

For adults, the sampler was described as ‘an expert who knows a lot of things about animals’ and was referred to as ‘the expert’ throughout the study. The wording of the property explanations was also revised to be age-appropriate.

Novice condition. In the novice condition, the same puppet was used for children, but it was given a different introduction: ‘This is Daxy. Daxy doesn’t know anything about animals. He wants to learn some new things. He’ll learn some new things by looking inside the animals with his special eyes. Then, he’ll ask you to make some guesses’. The properties were introduced with the same explanations as in the expert condition. Then, the experimenter pretended to have the puppet look inside each of the teaching exemplars, while saying ‘Daxy looks in this one and says, “Oh boy! It has [an epithelium/a four-chamber heart] inside!”’. The rest of the procedure was identical to the expert condition. For adults, the sampler was described as ‘a visitor from some place far away who doesn’t know anything about animals’ and was referred to as ‘the visitor’ throughout the study.

Results

Children
We compared the proportion of property extensions to the proportion expected by chance, separately by condition and teaching sample. Then, to examine effects of condition and teaching sample on property extensions, we conducted 2 (sample: diverse, non-diverse) × 2 (condition: novice, expert) factorial analyses, with sample as a within-participant factor, separately for subordinate- and basic-level extensions. All analyses were conducted using the generalized estimating equations (GEE) procedure in spss 16, which is appropriate because the underlying structure of the data was binary – the dependent variable was analysed as the number of ‘yes’ responses out of the total number of questions (2 for subordinate-level matches and 2 for basic-level matches). In addition, this procedure can account for both between- and within-participant variables. These analyses yield Wald $\chi^2$ values as indicators of the significance of main effects and interactions. Descriptive statistics are reported as proportions of ‘yes’ responses.

The subordinate level. Children reliably extended the novel properties to animals that matched the teaching exemplars at the subordinate level (e.g. two Dalmations) in both conditions, following both non-diverse (Expert, $M = .86$, $SE = .10$; Novice, $M = .89$, $SE = .08$) and
diverse (Expert, $M = .86$, $SE = .08$; Novice, $M = .93$, $SE = .05$) teaching trials, $p < .05$. For generalizations to the subordinate level, there were no effects of condition or teaching sample ($ps > .4$).

The basic level. In the expert condition, children reliably extended the novel properties to animals that matched the teaching exemplars at the basic level (but were not included in the teaching sample) only when they were taught on diverse teaching samples ($M = .86$, $SE = .10$, $p < .05$). When children in the expert condition were taught on non-diverse teaching samples, they reliably failed to generalize the property to basic-level matches ($M = .21$, $SE = .10$, $p < .05$). In contrast, in the novice condition, children extended to the basic level marginally more often than expected by chance, $p < .07$ (Non-diverse, $M = .79$, $SE = .11$; Diverse, $M = .68$, $SE = .11$).

For generalizations to the basic level, there was an interaction between condition and sample, $\chi^2(1) = 15.35$, $p < .001$, see Figure 1. Post-hoc contrasts, with sequential Bonferroni corrections, revealed that in the expert condition children generalized to basic-level matches significantly more often following diverse, as compared to non-diverse, teaching samples, $p < .01$, whereas in the novice condition children’s responses did not differ by teaching sample, $p > .4$. Furthermore, the effect of condition was specific to responses following non-diverse teaching trials; for these trials, children in the expert condition generalized significantly less often than children in the novice condition, $p < .01$. In contrast, responses following diverse sample trials did not differ by condition, $p > .4$.

The superordinate level. Overall, children did not reliably extend the properties to animals that were more distantly related to the teaching exemplars (Monkeys, $M = .34$, $SE = .07$; Turtles, $M = .30$, $SE = .07$). The only effect of condition was for extensions to monkeys following non-diverse teaching trials; on these items, children extended less often in the expert condition than in the novice condition ($p < .05$, Fisher’s exact test).

Analyses of individual response patterns

Participants were coded as ‘subordinate-only’ if they extended the property to both subordinate-level matches but not to basic-level matches; as ‘basic-level’ if they extended to both subordinate matches and both basic matches; and as ‘other’ if they had an alternative pattern of responding (e.g. extended to one subordinate and one basic). These codes are presented in Table 2. In the expert condition, the distribution of these codes differed by sample, Fisher’s exact test, $p < .01$. The most common code following non-diverse samples was subordinate-only, whereas the most common code following diverse samples was basic-level. In the novice condition, the distribution of individual response patterns did not differ by sample, $p > .9$. The most common code following both diverse and non-diverse samples was basic-level. We also calculated the number of children who displayed the normatively predicted pattern of subordinate-only following non-diverse teaching samples and basic-level following diverse samples. In the expert condition 8 children met these criteria, whereas in the novice condition 0 children met these criteria ($p < .01$, Fisher’s exact test).

Adults

In several cases there was no variability in adults’ responses; therefore, the GEE procedure could not be used to assess effects of condition and sample. Instead,
Table 2  Individual response patterns, Study 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Subordinate-only</th>
<th>Basic-level</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Children</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-diverse</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverse</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-diverse</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverse</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-diverse</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverse</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Novice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-diverse</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diverse</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Young children attended to sample composition to guide their inferences when samples were presented by a knowledgeable teacher, but not during non-pedagogical learning. Their performance in the expert condition suggests that, for property induction, young children attend to sample composition as a cue to communicative intent. Particularly, when a teacher presented a sample that represented a single subordinate class (i.e. the non-diverse sets), children interpreted the teaching experience as indicating that the property applies only to the subordinate level, whereas when a teacher presented a sample that diversely represented a basic-level category, they extended the property to the basic level. In contrast, children’s performance in the novice condition indicates that they did not recognize the value of sample diversity for evaluating evidence strength. Particularly, when samples were presented by unknowledgeable samplers, children extended to the basic level following both diverse and non-diverse teaching samples, suggesting that they did not view non-diverse samples as providing weaker evidence than diverse samples. Thus, 5-year-olds appear to recognize the role of sample composition in information communication, but not for information discovery.

Adults extended to the basic level only after diverse teaching samples, regardless of whether the sampler was described as knowledgeable. It is important to note that these findings for adults are specific to property induction, a process for which adults have general beliefs about the types of samples that are inductively rich. For example, we propose that adults’ valuing of sample diversity in the non-pedagogical context rested on their belief that diverse samples provide stronger evidence for testing hypotheses about categories (Heit, 2000). In other areas, such as word learning, adults may not view sample diversity as informative beyond as a cue to communicative intent, and, in these cases, they should be sensitive to sample composition only in pedagogical contexts (Xu & Tenenbaum, 2007b; Shafto & Goodman, 2008).

**Study 2**

In Study 2, we used an evidence-selection method to test the hypothesis that young children attend to sample properties in pedagogical but not in non-pedagogical contexts. In one condition, participants were placed in the role of ‘teacher’ and asked to select a sample to use to teach another child a fact about an animal category. In another condition, participants were placed in the role of ‘scientist’, and asked to select a sample in order to find something new about an animal category (e.g. Rhodes, Brickman & Gelman, 2008). In both conditions, participants were asked to select between a diverse and a non-diverse set of evidence.

From a normative perspective, the diverse sets should be viewed as more valuable than the non-diverse sets in...
both conditions, but for different reasons. In the teacher condition, the value of sample diversity relates to information communication. Particularly, the goal of the participants is to communicate that a property is true for a basic-level category (e.g. for all dogs). Because we expect both children and adults to recognize the value of sample composition for communication, we hypothesize that, across ages, participants will judge that samples that provide diverse representation of basic-level categories will communicate the intended information more efficiently than samples drawn from a single subordinate class (as these non-diverse sets leave open the possibility that the property is true only at the subordinate level). In contrast, in the scientist condition, the value of sample diversity relates to information discovery. In this condition, we hypothesized that adults would reliably select diverse samples, as they value diverse samples as providing stronger tests for hypotheses about categories, but that children will fail to value sample diversity in this context because they do not recognize the value of obtaining diverse samples from categories before making category-wide generalizations.

Method

Participants

Participants included 31 kindergarteners (M age = 6.01 years, range = 5.25–6.58; 16 male, 15 female) recruited from a public elementary school, and 20 college students who volunteered to participate (6 male, 14 female). Only children who returned signed parental consent letters were asked to participate, and no child had participated in Study 1. Participants of each age group were randomly assigned to a Teacher (17 children, 10 adults) or Scientist (14 children, 10 adults) condition.

Procedures

Participants responded to two questions, one involving dogs, and the other involving birds. Children completed the task individually with a trained experimenter in a quiet area of their school; adults completed a paper-and-pencil version of the task independently. For each question, participants were shown two sets of animals, containing three exemplars each. Exemplars were colourful photographs of individual animals. One set contained exemplars from one subordinate class (e.g. three Dalmations); the other set contained exemplars drawn from different subordinate classes (e.g. a golden retriever, a Dalmation and a collie).

Teacher. In the teacher condition, on the dog trial, children were told, ‘Look at all the dogs! Let’s pretend that you are a teacher who is trying to teach someone about dogs. Your job is to teach this child [show picture of a young girl] that dogs have [four-chamber hearts]. But, you can’t show all the dogs in the world to teach that they have [four-chamber hearts], you can only show her three dogs. Just three. Your job is to pick out the three best dogs to show her to help her learn that dogs have [four-chamber hearts]. Which three dogs should you show her to teach about dogs?’ Half of the children were asked to teach that dogs ‘have an epithelium inside’ instead of ‘four-chamber hearts’.

Scientist. In the scientist condition, for the dog trial, children were told, ‘Look at all the dogs! Let’s pretend that you are a scientist who is trying to learn about dogs. Your job is to find out if dogs have [four-chamber hearts]. But, you can’t look at all the dogs in the world to find out if they have [four-chamber hearts], you can only look at three dogs. Just three. Your job is to pick out the three best dogs to look at to help you find out if dogs have [four-chamber hearts]. Which dogs should you look at to find out about dogs?’

In both conditions, instructions on the bird trial were identical to those described above (but referred to different novel properties: whether birds have gizzards inside, or have hollow bones). The following factors were controlled by counterbalancing across participants: whether the bird trial or dog trial was presented first; whether the diverse or non-diverse sample was presented on a participant’s left side; and which subordinates were included in the non-diverse sets. The diverse set was composed of one animal from each subordinate class (e.g. a collie, a golden retriever, a black Labrador). For birds, exemplars included cardinals, blue jays, and canaries.

Results

Children selected the diverse samples significantly more often than expected by chance in the teacher condition (M = .74, SE = .08, p < .01), but at levels predicted by chance in the scientist condition (M = .50, SE = .07). In contrast, adults selected diverse samples significantly more often than expected by chance in both conditions (M scientist = .85, SE = .08; M teacher = .90, SE = .10, p < .05). Mann–Whitney tests revealed an effect of condition for children (Z = −2.14, p < .05), such that children were less likely to select the diverse sample in the scientist than in the teacher condition, but no effect of condition for adults (p > .30).

In the teacher condition, 9 children selected the diverse sample on both questions (7 selected the diverse sample on one question, and 1 child selected the non-diverse sample on both questions). In the scientist condition, 2 children selected the diverse sample on both questions (10 selected the diverse sample on one question and 2 children selected the non-diverse sample on both questions). The number of children who selected diverse samples on both trials differed marginally by condition, p < .06. Fisher’s exact test. For adults, the number of people who selected the diverse sample on both questions did not differ by condition (9 in the teacher condition and 7 in the scientist condition).
Discussion

The findings from Study 2 suggest that kindergarteners understand the role of sample composition in teaching, and provide the first evidence that we are aware of indicating that young children systematically select useful samples when placed in teaching roles. Consistent with prior work, however, kindergarteners appear not to recognize the value of diverse evidence for information discovery. In contrast, adults reliably chose to select diverse samples both when they were asked to communicate information and when they were asked to discover information, suggesting that they value sample composition in both pedagogical and non-pedagogical learning.

General discussion

In two studies, young children attended to sample composition in pedagogical but not in non-pedagogical learning. In Study 1, 5-year-olds attended to sample composition to determine how to generalize new knowledge about biological kinds, but only when samples were created by a knowledgeable teacher. In Study 2, kindergarteners attended to sample composition when asked to teach another child a new fact about a biological kind, but not when they were asked to discover new information about a biological kind for themselves. In both studies, children demonstrated markedly different performance depending on whether they were placed in a pedagogical or non-pedagogical context, even though the tasks were highly similar across conditions. Together, these findings support the hypothesis that children’s initial consideration of sample composition is embedded in pedagogical contexts, and that the importance of sample composition for induction and discovery emerges later in development.

These findings are consistent with recent theorizing that pedagogical contexts cue specific kinds of learning (Gergely et al., 2007; Shafto & Goodman, 2008). By 5 years, and even younger (see Xu & Garcia, 2008), children assume that teachers engage in purposeful sampling in pedagogical contexts, and use this assumption to facilitate learning. Engaging in pedagogical sampling when placed in teaching roles also appears to be a relatively early-emerging skill. Thus, these findings are consistent with the work of Csibra and Gergely (2006), who proposed that humans are natural teachers and learners, equipped with early-emerging cognitive biases that support pedagogical exchanges.

In future work, it will be important to examine children’s sampling assumptions more specifically. Xu (2007) suggested that children assume that teachers present random samples of a true concept. In many circumstances, a random sample will also yield the sample that most efficiently communicates the concept (e.g. if a teacher randomly samples three dogs from five different kinds of dogs, or purposefully selects three different kinds of dogs from the same set, the results will usually be similar). Shafto and Goodman (2008) point out, however, that the two sampling procedures (random sampling and pedagogical sampling) will not always yield equivalently informative samples, and that, in general, the use of pedagogically sampling by a teacher (and an assumption of pedagogical sampling on the part of the learner) yields more efficient learning. For example, teachers engaging in pedagogical sampling may emphasize exemplars that clearly communicate the boundaries of a distribution, or are particularly informative for ruling out alternative hypotheses (for example, a teacher might purposefully select to demonstrate that whales have lungs to show that all mammals have them, because this would rule out the alternative hypothesis that only land-mammals have lungs; in contrast, randomly sampling from mammals might yield a sample of only land-mammals).

The present studies, along with prior work, suggest that attention to sample composition in pedagogical and non-pedagogical learning is supported by different cognitive processes and follows different developmental trajectories. Although 5-year-olds clearly possess the information-processing skills to reason about sample composition (as demonstrated by their performance in pedagogical contexts), they appear not to attend to sample composition in non-pedagogical contexts until later in childhood. Thus, these findings highlight the need to consider not only the evidence that children are presented with, but also how the learning context influences children’s interpretation and use of evidence for knowledge development.
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